SIPTA-09 Business Meeting

Agenda

1. Thanks to outgoing officers:
   Newest ex-President       Marco Zaffalon
   Newest ex-Treasurer       Gert de Cooman (report)
   Newest ex-At-Large members
       Fabio Cozman; Terry Fine; and Isaac Levi.

Greetings to the incoming officers:
   Secretary                 Erik Quaeghebeur
   Treasurer                 Enrique Miranda
   At-Large                  Gert de Cooman; Serena Doria, Matthias Troffaes

Continuing officers (also of questionable judgment?)
   Exec. Editor             Alessandro Antonucci
   At-Large                 Paolo Vicig

Extraordinary Service Role:     Serafin Moral
2. Summer School 2010 @ Durham University
   Frank Coolen and Matthias Troffaes

3. ISIPTA-11 --- Ideas for where (and when)?

4. Other outreach efforts
   4.1 Citation Index – ISIPTA Proceedings now listed with
       Thomson-Reuters effective with ISIPTA-05.

   4.2 Continue with special issues of allied Journals based on
       groups of ISIPTA papers.

   4.3 Intent to create specialized SIPTA sessions at important
       standing conferences in allied disciplines.

5. Adjourn for what you came here to do!